Why is intercultural communication
important in a globalised world

Helping drive the Australia-China relationship from the top - interpreting for the Premier of Victoria Daniel Andrews

A curious client recently raised an interesting enquiry.
They asked us if they should make an effort on search
engine optimization (SEO) and push their ads
out on the Chinese search engine Baidu to reach the
local Chinese community in Australia.

T

o Australians, the behaviour of Chinese consumers inside
and outside China may just be a nuance. In fact, while
mainland Chinese can only rely on Baidu to get their search
results (Google is banned in the country), Chinese residents
in Australia prefer Google to Baidu for most of their research
needs.
After a meeting with the client to understand their objectives,
our intercultural communication specialists advised them to
use different platforms like WeChat while maintaining Google
SEO to maximize their market reach to the Chinese community
in Australia.

This is an example of intercultural communication –
communication between different cultures. In this case, it is the
subtle difference in communication between mainland Chinese
and Australian Chinese and the broader Chinese diaspora. It is
not only the language, but also the medium and social norms.
When speaking of intercultural and cross-cultural
communication, many people can’t tell the difference. The
terms are interchangeable according to Wikipedia: “a discipline
that studies communication across different cultures and social
groups, or how culture affects communication”.
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Chin supports the “Wearing Your Heart On Your Sleeve” exhibition with Chinese translation and
graphic design services. Chin is proud to be the language partner of Melbourne’s Chinese Museum

Spring Institute defines cross-cultural
communication as “the comparison
of different cultures. In cross-cultural
com mu n icat ion, d ifferences are
understood and acknowledged, and
can bring about individual change, but
not collective transformations”; while
intercultural communication “focuses on
the mutual exchange of ideas and cultural
norms and the development of deep
relationships”.
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Overall visitor numbers from China
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become the world’s biggest travellers and
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misinterpret their words at the same time.
A simple example: A joke that plays well
for an American audience may not appear
funny at all in front of Australians. The
same can be said for the Chinese: People
from Hong Kong, Taiwan and China don’t
necessarily share the same sense of humour
even when a joke is told in a common
language that they all understand.
Though language is definitely an
important part of communication, it is not
the sole tool to convey the right meaning
of your messages to your audience in an
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into a foreign market or engage with
local communities from different cultural
backgrounds, it is essential to have
someone with intercultural competence
to advise on your communication strategy.
Intercultural communication skills can’t
simply be picked up by reading books or
watching TV. It takes years of real-life
experience, exposure and practice.
Intercultural communication is the
strength and the central tenet of valueadded services at Chin Communications.
With Australia’s largest in-house team
of translators and interpreters, as well as
specialists from diverse backgrounds who
have lived substantial periods of time in
China, Hong Kong and Singapore, our
expertise in different fields and experience
from different parts of the Chinese
disapora has delivered many millions
of dollars in successful business for our
clients.
Three decades in the communications
business, we have helped our clients
through our intercultural expertise
on a wide range of requests, from the
appropriate gift to present on a special
occasion, the right colour and font to use
in a design, to the details of etiquette to pay
attention to when receiving guests from
different cultural backgrounds, and the
facilitation of intercultural exchange and
cooperation in the community ■
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by the presence of Mandarin Interpreters.
There is hardly an image without

interpreter impact – whether simultaneous
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next trip, how do you make sure you g
good interpreter?
•Get in early - good interpreters are b
and booked well ahead.
•Brief your interpreter – provide them w
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your aims and any specialised lingo.
•Be proactive at networking events and
your interpreter to help you work the roo
•If you are having important meetin
take your own interpreter. Whate

